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Ronnie won't stop eating candy!" - Miss Ridz***** (5*) "The greatest thing is it helps kids to comprehend emotions.
Ronnie has to jump, run and outsmart the giant bear." - Robin Leigh Morgan / Amazon Top Reviewer***** (5*) "Juvenile
psychology undercover in a children's book!The perfect story encouraging kids to keep a healthy level of physical
activity. They are great role models for teaching independence, issue solving, social communication and psychological
control.What readers say about books in this series: ***** (5*) "The illustrations in this book are adorable and the
message is a spot on..." - Barbara Mojica / Amazon Best Reviewer for Children's Books***** (5*) "That is a wonderful
tale, along its marvelous illustrations that really helps to heighten the visualization of the subliminal lesson the reserve
teaches its young readers. It's time to burn off that tummy!" - Ana Christina Gergi***** (5*) "Very smart storytelling." Adrian Stanciu***** (5*) "I bought the "My Crazy Stories" series for my Kindergarten class. Highly recommended to
become read during family members quality time! My college students were absolutely captivated! Becoming lazy and
chubby was perfectly good until a hungry giant jelly bear threatens to devour all his city." - Amazon Customer***** (5*)
"Very impressively drawn, great craft, and the story is fairly touching with a whole lot of human insight." - FlorianWhat
makes the MY CRAZY Tales series quite unique is that it focuses on kids’ character building by encouraging young
readers to build up a deeper awareness of themselves and cultivate psychological confidence as they develop up with
small to no adult assistance. The lovable heroes of the fun tales are children who are self-confident about taking
decisions resulting in maturing and a better understanding of the values and facts of existence.From the quirky series
MY CRAZY STORIES kids and parents are loving and educators are recommending!Early learning – Beginner ReadersPre
School and Age 3-8Read aloud book for preschoolers or a self-read book for teenagers
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Children learn that all our actions have outcomes. One night time before bed his wishes his last gummy bear will grow
huge in order that he will have a ton to eat. Then longs for his gummy bear going on a consuming rampage, destroying
the complete town! He's becoming too fond of sweets. I'm uncertain if all kids will understand the consequence
because they aren't gummy bears who eat houses, but hopefully the message will succeed to those who require
it.Pros:The art is lovely, shiny and colorful.Poor Ronnie is usually devastated: "No, zero please, appearance at your belly!
Also a good warning that sugar before bed can give you some unusual nightmares. That only makes the book worthy of
at least 4 celebrities! This book is good for any children like Ronnie who like to over-indulge in candy and do not want to
be energetic. It's a really cute story and I enjoyed it a lot until the last web page which felt more like a dark precursor
to him going back to his older ways or something.Cons:I wish there have been a little more focus on moderation. Going
from eating lots of candy to zero doesn't appears like a good long term solution. The same way diets fail, the child will
most likely fall back on previous habits once the weight is lost and/or the nightmare forgotten. Candy Gone Crazy The
pictures and simple story line are excellent and the moral is clear--self control and balance are necessary.. The next day
he wakes up with a new attitude and is out to play with his friends. TOO MUCH OF A VERY IMPORTANT THING.. Ronnie
isn't getting his hands on all that candy on his own after all.. Little Ronnie cannot obtain enough of sweets, especially
candy. Actually, Ronnie isn't so little any more and all his close friends warn him about the results of eating too many
sweets. But Ronnie appears to disregard them. One evening he goes to bed after eating all but one yellowish jelly bean.
He makes a want that yellow bear continue steadily to grow so that Ronnie will hardly ever run out of candy to consume.
unique drawing style certainly recommend this for everyoneI like and bought the entire series. Ronnie will need to come
up with a clever plan to stop the horrendous outcomes of the event he has put into motion.Cute tale teaching healthy
habits Description:Ronnie loves candy and just really wants to eat everything day and never play or workout, despite his
close friends urging him to stop eating candy and play with them. Certainly too much of what is apparently a good thing
might switch out just to be the opposite. Suggested for preschoolers and elementary school children. What you gonna
perform with all that stomach? One thing I would like to notice is a comment from my review of Maya's Secret in-may,
2018 appears in the summary under author's feedback about all the books in this series. That comment is pertinent to
Maya's Secret, not the entire book series. A great reference for teaching healthy eating and a fabulous message for all
young children This book has a great message about eating healthy. This ones for him! There is one student I teach who
is the true life Ronnie. I teach kindergarten and have used this reserve within our healthy eating unit. I hope he has the
same conversion encounter as Ronnie. nice & Sure enough, Ronnie's wish comes true and yellowish bear causes
destruction in two the town.. The bear will restore his body and can magically go back to be little and pacific sat
inanimated as the perfect guardian on Ronnie's bedroom's desk and Ronnie after that, who knows? stories are brief,
fun and educational and the drawing design keeps you captivated Greatessage! My grandson was fascinated with this
'teachable moment' tale. An immensity of candies. To conserve the town he talks the bear into playing and working out
apart all his jelly tummy. Five Stars Excellent! Educational and pleasant.This children's book is not just fun and colored
nonetheless it is a great lesson for everyone. The importance of loving and caring for others Beautiful children's book
this one written and illustrated by Daniel Georges: No more bonbons, forget about jelly!I've reviewed two other books in
this author's series, Maya's Key and I'm Selling My Dad's Shoes with 5 star rankings. Released by Asala Publishers.
Glad to find there are more books in this series.Let's see: who, during the childhood don't remember with great love the
nice candies we ate with great like? We all have thoughts of our sweet addictions.He imagines that his yellowish small
bear sat pacifically on his desk could become big and big and big so that he can eats plenty of bonbons and jelly.Like
Ronnie does.He eats, he eats, and he eats compulsively eats bonbons and jelly constantly.Alone, with close friends, who
cares? Then once, an night time when he would go to bed he imagines... We would have wished to swim in the
marshmallow, we'd have wished to eat, perennially consume, sweet things. I am hoping that the lesson sunk in!Be
careful what you want tell a saying, that night the bear begins to be animated, eating all the stuff he satisfies along his
way, from the furniture in Ronnie's bedroom, with great horror, and outside, same story with all the current things this
individual sees. Yes, ahem this bear doesn't go simply for honey, you know. The tale is well crafted and gives children an
excellent variety of words to learn.I loved this children's book thus badly!The bear doesn't know what to accomplish for

bettering his devastated body so the kid starts with him a gym session.. nightmare, premonition, learns an important
lesson: moderation! It's tremendous" tells the kid devastated to the bear. Rather than fat-shaming, the kids are trying
to get Ronnie to join them in their activities.-)We thank Library Thing and Daniel Georges because of this ebook. Simple
moral, artwork like Candy Crush The story is fun and simple with a straight forward moral about the necessity to show
moderation in eating balanced with exercise to live healthily.The art can make you imagine of Candy Crush and similar
games. Overall there is a very great message of not wanting to eat way too many sweets and doing a great deal of fun
activities. This is usually also an issue that is the parent's responsibility as well, but nothing here actually helps the
parent to comprehend the importance of a healthy diet plan for the child, and how to control treat portions. and I highly
recommend it to all of you in particular if, as a parent you involve some kid too in love for jelly and bonbons ; The book is
captivating, clever, and bright with strong illustrations. JellyBelly Cute book to read to your children, mine liked it.
Photos are good for them to assume things
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